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Dear All,
When I started out, I wanted to build schools that inspired mind and spirit and unleashed the
highest human potential. KKEL, the organization came into being with the same purpose i.e. to
inspire its partners, teachers, employees and everyone who connects with us. I have always been
appreciative of the 'new perspectives' and 'inspirations' that someone new brings along, when
they join us.
Lately, I realized if rewarding experiences motivate children then why not adults? Therefore we
have started an initiative wherein we will present a 'Certificate of Excellence' for divergent
thinking and innovation. I hope to see these certificates adorning the walls of every centre,
inspiring all to better themselves everyday.
Regards,
Lina Ashar

BHIS, Maldives and one of its students receive the prestigious National Award
BHIS, Maldives received a prestigious National Award as one of the top 10 scoring schools in
Maldives. This achievement is particularly noteworthy because BHIS’s average scores were the 2nd
Highest amongst 180 participating schools. And it has been just two years since the school is
operational! A student received an award for securing remarkable 7 A / A+ scores in IGCSE O Level
results.
Another Grade 5 student who sat for English IGCSE exams on a whim to test his skills scored an 'A'
grade. This prodigious achievement also captured media interest.

BHIS, Baroda and Thane secure 100% pass record in ICSE 2010-2011 exams
BHIS, Baroda & Thane students have come out with flying colours in the ICSE Examinations with a
100% pass out record. For BHIS, Baroda this is the first batch and over 67% students have scored
distinction and above percentages. BHIS, Thane had the school topper scoring an exceptional
95.4%

Kangaroo Kids, Dubai centre receives a special award
for energy conservation
Kangaroo Kids Burj centre received an award for 'Conservation of
energy in the work place' held by Dubai Electricity and Water
Authority (DEWA). This award is a strategic initiative to combat
global warming and climate change - in line with Dubai's concern
for environment sustainability efforts.

BHIS, Malad centre to implement Yoga Curriculum
by Swami Ramdev
BHIS is the first school in Maharashtra to have taken this initiative.
BHIS, Malad is the pilot centre that will employ Swami Ramdev's
'Yoga curriculum' from the coming academic year 2011-12
onwards. In the near future, the curriculum will be made available
to the rest of the BHIS academic institutions as well.

KKEL to launch 13 Kangaroo Kids Preschools, 2 Billabong High International
Schools across the country
KKEL is expanding its footprint across India with 13 new Kangaroo Kids Preschools all due to
launch in June 2011. The new centres are Mumbai (Powai), Pune (Aundh), Gujarat (Gandhidham),
Delhi (Jangpura), Patiala, Jammu, Patna, Raipur, Ranchi, Howrah, Hyderabad (Himayatnagar),
Hyderabad (Dilkhushnagar) and Chennai (Velachery).
Billabong Schools- Indore and Jabalpur are due to launch by October 2011.

Kangaroo Kids Pali Hill celebrated it’s 18th Birthday on the 17th of June.

Kangaroo Kids Turns Eighteen
Hey! I'm your Kangaroo Kids School,
I turn eighteen today, isn't it cool?
I was born in a Bandra apartment in 1993,
To make learning joyful and stress-free.
I love kids and they love me,
When they're with me, they're really happy.
I teach them through hands-on activities,
As they learn about animals, butterflies and bees.
Over the years I've constantly evolved,
To do things differently, I've always resolved.
This year I've been given a fabulous gift,
A complete make-over; a spectacular face-lift.
Now there will be four domains of learning,
To make lessons much more interesting.
The four domains are physical, cognitive, co-operative and social,
An audio-visual room and a doll-house so special.
When the kids see the new 'me', they'll shout with glee,
“I love Kangaroo Kids, it's the happiest place I'll be!!!!!!!!”

-Sabiha Khambati

